Mini cake & two single slices with mini strawberries
Ingredients Needed Brown, Pink & Red Felt
Thin cardboard
Stuffing
Simple Sewing Kit
Finished cake measures 5cm x 5cm. Strawberries measure 1cm.

Step 1 Sew the longest red filling piece along the centre of the longest brown cake piece to create the
jam filling. Repeat this process sewing the shorter red filling pieces along the centre of the
shorter brown cake pieces.

Step 2Sew the longest edge of the long brown cake piece around the edge of the pink cake top piece.
When you have sewn completely around the edge, the ends will over lap, sew the gap closed.
Repeat the process with the two single pieces of cake.

Step 3Insert the cardboard pieces inside the mini cake and two single cake pieces to give them a
firmer shape. Sew the bottom brown cake piece in place leaving a small gap for adding the
stuffing. Stuff the cake and sew up the gap. Repeat the process with the two single pieces of
cake.

Strawberry
Using white thread, make small French knots all over the strawberry. Fold the strawberry in
half and overstitch the straight edges together. Sew a running stitch around the curved edge
of the strawberry but before pulling the thread tight fill with stuffing. Pull tight to create a
strawberry shape and tie off thread to secure.
Fold

Pattern Pieces

Cut 1 in Red
(cake filling)

Cut 2 in Red
(single cake
filling)
Cut 1 in Pink (cake top)
Cut 1 in Brown (cake bottom)

Cut 2 in
Brown
(single cake
sides)
Cut 2 in
cardboard

Cut 1 in
Brown
cake side)
Cut 1 in
cardboard

Cut 2 in Pink (single cake top)
Cut 2 in Brown (single cake bottom)

Strawberry
Each semi circle is one
strawberry so cut out
as many pieces as
desired from red felt

More patterns available on my website www.cazscreations.co.uk

Strawberries & Cream and Banoffee Bear
Tea Time Bears

